Spell to Write and Read Success Stories
Spell to Write and Read has amazing word of mouth testimonies from people teaching in a variety of
settings (home, school), a variety of ages (young or old), a variety of ability levels (challenged learnlanguage.) People can’t resist telling their friends and teaching colleagues.
Mary wrote, “This is our third year using it with Katie (age 9 in third grade) and Thomas (age 6 in
Spell to Write and Read and always look for opportunities to recommend it to my friends.
Jennifer wrote, “Spell to Write and Read
know’ cloud that hung over our homeschool spelling. My boys are 12 and 14 and brag about the usefulness of your program. Spelling is now a subject we all look forward to and enjoy.”
Floods of these types of letters endorse Spell to Write and Read. Some make general statements
like, “Spell to Write and Read is THE best program out there for teaching a logical way of spelling
Others look back with a grateful heart for the solid foundation. Here is a small sampling from the
pile grouped under the general headings:

and exceptions, 70 phonograms and as few as 29 rules keep within the 7% exception range. We can
apply the thorough set of rules without feeling something is missing. --Teacher , OR

Spell to Write and Read is superior in
theory, in research, and in national and personal results! --Kansas educator

settled down to rewarding and interesting study. We have freed up time to read living books.
Editor’s note: This teacher went from homeschooling to teaching in a small private Christian academy. Her little school in PA entered statewide academic competition. Her students took all three top
honors in spelling. Jean Evans is currently both an endorsed SWR instructor and a professor in a

With Spell to Write and Read , students can quickly grasp the essentials and apply them to any read-

dardized tests. —Teacher, CA

ginning and progressed step-by-step. Aaron liked it right away because he was actively involved by
hearing, seeing, writing and saying. This multisensory approach is the best method. Usually reading
words. He still shows a lot of interest in what has been his weakest subject.

--Missionary to Africa

My daughter reads far above grade level and my son associates sounds and the words they make.
They are learning to reason as well as read. They know the whys of English and not just the hows.

Spell to Write and Read gives us a solid foundation for language as well as the freedom for the kids
tons of graded, uninteresting material, we are giving them all the phonics tools upfront. She’s not
-

reading in 1 day. Well you have to remember WHAT they’re reading.

The ability to think deductively and to write coherent and legible sentences and stories early in the
year make reading a “living thing.”

‘bl’, ‘gr’, to make a separate phonogram wasted time. Students usually sounded those on their own.
-

student is given little information but expected to infer sounds from patterns, rather than being taught

the sound/writing connection explicitly. After practice with some inconsistent rules and unreliable
patterns, he is expected to recognize words he has never seen before and “read” them. This vague
approach hinders many learners. SWR presents the tools explicitly (so it’s very clear) then teaches a
ied several of the lists, he’s been through many of the most frequently used words. He has practiced
identify the words (decoding), he can actually spend it reading! This is a huge difference that affects
positively a student’s feelings about reading.

the memorizing. E.g., teaching only short vowel sounds, then start reading, and later coming back to
about him reading something outside of his primers that might confuse him. He likes to pick where
and when he will read (e.g. street signs, envelope addresses, books) & what books he’ll read for fun.

Spell to Write and Read student “thinks to spell”
which are often contrived or boring, SWR enables the student to read good literature.

Spell to Write and Read

learning styles and challenges. My sons are very literal and so my “glossing over” of phonics was

amazing. My daughters reading level has soared, her spelling has jumped many grade levels in only
-

Spell to Write and Read integrates phonics, spelling, penmanship, reading, creative writing, and
grammar into one program instead of separate subjects. Key spelling concepts are reviewed repeatspelling rule thoroughly, we move ahead, keeping them excited while knowing that the same con-

beautiful cursive just because he wanted to! He is a very normal 7 year old boy, but he is excelling

forward from there with continual reinforcement. Since starting SWR a month ago, he’s made great

der Mrs. Spalding. She also has a wonderful team of instructors all across the United States that she
personally trained and endorsed. Her approach breathed new life into WRR for me. She has made
some changes, without deviating from the basic program, which makes it more streamline and user

To best describe Spell to Write and Read
manship has improved with this method.

-

People learn differently. The more senses we simultaneously utilize the better the concepts will be

Spell to Write and Read
could not divide his class into many small groups. The span of ability was huge but he taught them
all together. To his surprise all the students progressed. His experience demonstrates how SWR
challenges the most advanced students while stimulating students who are behind. On the initial
year, the entire class improved at their own level.

words correctly. Six months later, on an equivalent test, he scored at fourth grade level.

only spelled two words correctly: run, top. Eight months later she properly spelled nineteen
words including: hot, victim, convict, born, collect, dash, began, ice, book, last, stamp, night,
belong, deep, spring, north, and yard.

test including: independent, entrance, patient, against, collect, request, employ, elaborate.

education and remembers far less, but she has successfully and with joy taught her daughter to
read. SWR has even helped me in my own spelling. -- CA teacher

sounds (phonograms) of the English language right along with his older brothers. Within 4 weeks,
he was able to recognize and attempt pronunciation of 20 out of 26 phonograms quite accurately.
His vocabulary has begun to expand rapidly as he is using his new skills.

Spell to Write and Read. She is
voraciously reading now. She and her brother love the program. Mom loves the results. -- Laurie

so excited that he wanted to do More! This from the boy that hated to write anything.
With Spell to Write and Read

explain and show a logical approach to spelling. The idea of learning all the phonograms and rules

Spell to Write and Read
to begin SWR and at the same time not make a big deal out of reading things to her. Except for the

My husband told me that he had a lot of help when he was younger with many different programs
and he never learned anything. He learned more from Spell to Write and Read in a matter of just a

using it with great success to teach Chinese neighbors.

-

Spell to Write and Read,
to shell out another hundred for yet another program. Money is tight for us and it was Christmas

Spell to Write and Read, sticks to essentials. SWR is the

found have many more exceptions for the child to remember.

We really love the curriculum. We hardly spent any time on it and our just turned six year old is

we studied. Wanda’s program was the only one that worked for us.

levels in her reading scores on achievement tests. Keep in mind she was not reading before this so
those grades were low. She read Charlotte’s Web

used copy of Hooked on Phonics cheap .......

older daughter jumped six months in spelling mastery in a month. This 8 year old that had stayed at

one month and now understand more of how the English language works. --Krista

Six year old Katie is reading on her own books like Little House on the Prairie, Anne of Green
Gables,

very lax in its approach to phonic skills. The students were lost with no tools for decoding new or
Spell to Write and Read to the required curriculum. Kids started

past my classes gained only 2 months to 1 year in end-of-the year testing. --Teacher from CA

Spell to Write and Read
next chapter from The Long Winter
well as her brother and frequently reads books to her younger sister. They both spell well above their

grade that they did not score the reading subtests. Since using Spell to Write and Read he has shown

how little he was taught in public school. With SWR, in 86 days he could spell at a 2.2 level!

Wanda’s materials anyway when she was young. She needed lots of loving repetition. At sixteen
consistently between 6th & 7th grade! We’ve been teaching our eight -year old very “low key”
for over a year now. She is reading and writing in her spelling log. She also reads easy books and
sounds out signs and words she sees along the way!

Spell to Write and Read
ing programs and this is the only thing that really helped. —OR Home Educator

brother from developing bad writing habits. He has neat penmanship and is often complimented on
ity we’ve received the same wonderful results with him. The beauty of Spell to Write and Read is
seeing the phonograms, spelling rules, and notebook work come together to give a child a wonderful,
concise, and logical hands-on-mastery of the English language. --from PA

experience and relied totally on the step-by-step instructions provided. The student success was

easy to use step-by-step instructions ensured our success when followed. --from the West Coast
Our 8 yr. old son went through two different programs without learning to read. He enjoyed the little

weeks, Aaron is reading, spelling, and writing, and really enjoying himself. His brother Philip, age
6, is only a half step behind him. --from the East Coast

With SWR, students can quickly grasp the essentials and apply them to any reading context. Spell to
Write and Read
-

standardized tests. —School Teacher, CA

Peter is six. Though we have struggled with some letter and word reversals, Spell to Write and Read
scored in the 98th percentile.

read past Go Dog Go.
The Chronicles of Narnia! Her writing skills are following
suit. She rarely misspells words in applied writing. -- home educator

Spell to
Write and Read helped him to learn the language when other methods did not. -- GA mom

gressing so quickly.

--Canadian Parent

Overcoming Reading and Spelling Hurdles
My entire homeschooling experience with my children has been completely transformed, thanks to
Spell to Write and Read! This program was recommended to me by a friend at JUST the right time
for me to help my oldest over a reading and spelling hurdle and teach my youngest to read with THE
enough phenomenal things about SWR!!

Spell to Write and Read
dren would excel.
memorizer and her ‘memory tank’ was simply full. She had reached her memory quota. She did not
have the tools to decode words - hear all the sounds in a word - and then put them back together
-

has given us the most astounding tools to sound out complex words for reading and for spelling.

would have had this program years ago!

